POT OF VEGETABLES
There are eight different vegetables in the pot. Can you find them? You can move from letter to letter, changing direction as often as you want, but you can only move one space at a time. We've found the first one, to help you get started.

JUMBLED CLOTHES
Unmix these anagrams, to find EIGHT things that people wear! They are all useful in cold weather!

NARKOA FARCS SLOGEV
THRIS SOBOT SOURREST
LOVEPURL REWASTE

SOUND PAIRS
The words below can be put into pairs, according to their pronunciation. For example, SHOW and TOE rhyme with each other. Pair the rest!
SURE DO STUFF HALF EYEBROW SPORT
FLOOR GO FEWER NOUGHT FEW
MORE KNOW HOW ENOUGH LAUGH

HORIZON CROSSWORD

CLUES ACROSS
1. He has a father.
3. Distant.
5. Closed
6. Authentic, not artificial.
7. Neither ..........
9. Come in.
10. I, as an object.
12. Golden Delicious, or Granny Smiths.
13. He as an object.
15. You use one to eat

CLUES DOWN
2. Opposite of “closes”.
3. Amusement.
4. Part of a molecule.
5. What you need to do at night.
6. Arrive at, attain.
8. Cause (noun).
11. And, as well, too.
14. Pronoun for a thing.
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